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Chapter 5 — Data Governance, Compliance, and Privacy

Governing your customer data means 
ensuring that it is good data when 
you acquire it (it’s valid, marketable, 
and accurate—the phone number 
and email work!), that you have the 
explicit permission to utilize it to further 
your goals, and that it will remain 
safeguarded to protect the prospect 
information you just generated.

The best demand marketers have been at the forefront of 
data-integrity and customer-protection efforts because of 
the outsized effect poor data and data leaks have , not 
just on revenue programs but on your brand and business 
as a whole.  This is essential for content syndication 
because all the prospect data is generated from third-party 
providers on sites and databases, not in your control.

Where Business Starts

Lead Validation and Standardization

It starts with your, and your content syndication partner’s, 
intake of the names produced in a program. The names 
may come from multiple sources, each a different 
editorial, brand, and lead-capture environment. So, the 
contact data originates in a variety of formats with a 
wide range of data provided and can easily overlap.

You likely know this, but it’s important to emphasize:

In Figure 5, we list the data-governance components that 
ensure the customer data you take in is good. Positively 
the best way to drive rigor, care, and consistency in your 
program is automation. That’s why we put automation in our 
CS partner evaluation check list in Chapter 4 . Please also 
see Where Business Starts to learn how Integrate allows you 
to automate all of these processes to save time, resources 
and demand budget.

The moment of intake is 
positively the best moment 
to be rigorous, careful, and 
consistent. You don’t want 
to let poor, unusable, or 
noncompliant customer data 
into your revenue program 
to run wild!

https://www.integrate.com/resource/cost-of-a-bad-lead-2020-the-demand-marketers-guide/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/cost-of-a-bad-lead-2020-the-demand-marketers-guide/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
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Lead Validation
Assurance that a name is real and 
correctly represented

Data Scrubbing
Removal of invalid or noncompliant 
(sensitive and unnecessary) data

Marketability
Opted-in to communications from you, 
your source, or an agent

Standardization
Conformance of data format to the best 
one for you, regardless of sourcing

Lead Return
Preservation of data not yet 
sufficient for intake

Auditable
Provably compliant and safeguarded
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Chapter 5 — Data Governance, Compliance, and Privacy

Figure 5. Ensuring good 
customer data at intake.

Where Business Starts
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Chapter 5 — Data Governance, Compliance, and Privacy

Opt-In Permission

Your demand-generation program has harnessed a network 
of sources and channels to inform and educate prospects and 
attract them to your brand. The key is to convert third-party 
prospect data into first-party data that you can use directly to 
communicate with buyers on an ongoing basis.

And that’s the opt-in, which supports stronger relationships 
between buyers and your brand, accelerating conversion 
through the funnel. Your CS provider or the source is asking 
the buyer to take an action representing interest and trust. 
As you can imagine, this is all about timing.

• Ask too soon, and enough trust hasn’t built up yet, 
so opt-in frequency is low. 

• Ask too late, and the chances are high that you have missed 
those moments when the buyer was ready to hear directly 
from you. 

• Discontinue communication via third parties after opt-in, 
and you lose many opportunities to move buyers through 
the funnel.

The first two items will be handled by your CS provider, so 
they are worth keeping in mind throughout your partnership. 
The last item is quite important to you, however. Gaining buyer 
data of your own to use does not mean that those buyers 
stop consuming content elsewhere. And better yet, as we 
said in Chapter 1 , continued intake of third-party data can 
significantly enrich the data you already have and add to your 
engagement and revenue capabilities.
 

Compliance Has Gone from “It Matters” to “It’s Essential”

Most of the laws and regulations you must concern yourself with relate to control and use of customer 
data, and your role in safeguarding that data. We have already discussed how protecting prospect 
and customer data helps assure your program’s results by assuring your reputation and that of your 
sources. (This was in Chapter 4’s  section, Support for Trusted Sources.) It also protects you and 
your organization by making sure you don’t risk financial penalties or damage to your brand.

Here are some examples of regulatory schemes that many demand marketers must comply with:

Where Business Starts

GDPR 
is the General Data Protection 
Regulation of the European Union 
(EU). It applies to all EU citizens, 
regardless of where the data resides, 
so most non-European vendors 
must still comply. The GDPR’s main 
purpose is to allow individuals to 
control their personal data, so not 
only must you be able to find it at the 
individual’s request, you must be able 
validate the individual and alter or 
remove the data in a timely manner.

CCPA 
is the California Consumer Privacy 
Act. It became effective in 2020. 
The CCPA’s aim is to provide visibility, 
privacy, data control, and personal 
data protection to all consumers 
residing in California. Like the GDPR, 
this can easily apply to much of your 
data, no matter where it resides.

CASL 
is the unofficial (“Canada’s Anti-
Spam Law”) designation of the 
Fighting Internet and Wireless Spam 
Act, effective in Canada as of mid-
2014. The text of the Act refers 
to “all communications sent by 
Canadian companies, to Canadian 
companies or messages simply 
routed through Canadian servers,” 
and it’s the last clause that makes 
CASL apply more frequently to 
demand-generation than you might 
realize. A U.S. account your program 
is targeting may have Canadian 
employees that use mail servers in 
Canada, and email routing can easily 
pass through these servers even if 
destined for U.S.-based recipients.

https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
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Chapter 5 — Data Governance, Compliance, and Privacy

Ensuring Data Compliance for Content Syndication

Ensuring that you have good data governance and the proper 
controls in place requires excellent cooperation with your 
suppliers. This starts with contracts that contain your data 
governance and compliance requirements explicitly. Given 
the fact that data governance must necessarily extend 
through your suppliers to the sources they use, however, data 
governance can seem to get complicated quickly. There are 
basic steps you can take, however, that greatly simplify things.

Have DPAs (data protection 
agreements) not just with your 
demand-generation partner, but with 
its sources. Source agreements can 
be directly with you in some cases, 
but more typically they are via 
attestation: your partner documents 
that it has DPAs with its suppliers, 
including sources. 

Use secure communications to transfer 
any prospect data between you and 
your sources. Connect and work with 
your marketing operations team and 
CS providers to ensure the protection 
of data in transit. 

Use connectors, APIs, or other direct 
system-to-system connections—
not spreadsheets. The less human 
intervention and the more automation, 
the better. (See Where Business Starts  
to learn how to automate this process 
and ensure data integrity.) 

It’s also smart to visually check data, 
intake forms, and processes to keep 
a pulse on data integrity and the 
diligence of your providers. Automation 
provides consistency and reliability, 
but if it’s poorly programmed, the 
poor results are what’s consistent.

Where Business Starts
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Chapter 6 — Data-Driven Demand: Using Intent and Signals to Prioritize Leads and Drive Follow Up

You and your providers have 
tremendous data-collection capacity, 
with the potential to discover and 
analyze many kinds of information about 
prospects and accounts who see your 
message and access your content.

Among these are intent, the stage of readiness to buy, and 
signals, data patterns that (indirectly) indicate intent or, at 
least, readiness to be communicated with. This type of data is 
also very helpful for scoring and prioritizing leads and can be 
used to vary follow-up methods, for greater effectiveness and 
better conversion.

Intent and signals form a powerful weapon in the demand 
marketer’s arsenal, because they uniquely allow a revenue 
program to synchronize communications with the buyer and 
account’s own timing. To get the best use of this capability, you 
need to know its place in all the “classes” of lead data you get—
meaning, the different ways the data fields are formulated. That 
completes the picture of the types and amount of data you 
need in a third-party content syndication program.
 

Classes of Lead Data 

There are four distinct kinds of field we see:

• Business card fields. Straightforward profile data, such 
as personally identifiable information like name and 
email address or role-related data like seniority, industry, 
company size, influence on purchasing, and more. 

• Behavioral fields. Activity data, anywhere from content 
downloaded by the account, prospect, or customer, to the 
number of engagements related to a given keyword, to 
purchases made. 

• Custom fields. Responses to registration or survey 
questions asked on your behalf, that you have written 
yourself, and that pertain to your brand, message, product, 
event, etc. 

• Progressive-profiling fields. Also called data enhancement, 
these fields are defined and populated by analyzing data in 
other fields and looking for patterns.

Intent is the stage of readiness to buy.
Signals are data patterns that (indirectly) 
indicate intent—or, at least, readiness to be 
communicated with.

Progressive profiling is a special class of prospect and 
account data enrichment, because unlike business-card, 
behavioral, or custom data, you do not need to (re)connect 
with the buyer to build progressive-profiling data. You or your 
provider do need these other types of initial data. At that 
point it’s dependent on you or your provider’s analysis rather 
than on stimulating buyer response (i.e., running a campaign).

Intent and signals fall within this class. That means their 
effectiveness relies on both the maturity of your data and 
the strength of your brand’s relationship with the buyers 
represented by that data. A general guideline is not to pull 
the trigger on intent or signals when your data is otherwise 
sparse, or when your brand equity isn’t strong enough; you 
waste that firepower and get low conversion rates.

Where Business Starts
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There is no stronger way to build a trusted relationship 
between Marketing and an SDR team than delivering 
CS leads not only from your target accounts and 
ICPs, but also having intent signals firing.

Chapter 6 — Data-Driven Demand: Using Intent and Signals to Prioritize Leads and Drive Follow Up

— 
Adam W. Barney, Senior Manager of Global Marketing & Demand
at Akamai Technologies

Where Business Starts

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adamwbarney/
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Chapter 6 — Data-Driven Demand: Using Intent and Signals to Prioritize Leads and Drive Follow Up

How Much Data Do You Need? 

You and your provider need enough kinds of data (of all 
classes) to ensure the effectiveness of intent and signals 
data. But how much data is enough depends on a wide 
variety of factors, including the typical sales cycle for your 
product, readiness level(s) your revenue program best ingests 
(Chapter 8 ), how much market conditioning other marketing 
programs have achieved, your target-account list size, and, 
of course, your demand-generation goals. Consultation with 
your data and/or lead provider—a provider with sufficient 
expertise, of course––is the key to success. This isn’t just 
an intent data provider like Bombora, Dun & Bradstreet, or 
6Sense, but also a good third-party CS provider (see 
Chapter 4 ) who is experienced with generating and/or 
integrating intent data.

Using Intent and Signals

Stated simply, adding intent and signals data to your 
leads identifies the ones to respond to first. In fact, it’s 
not overstating things to say that these are the leads your 
brand may need to respond to immediately, especially if 
they are in (or influence) your named account list (see 
Chapter 8  for guidance on follow-up tone and language). 
Certainly, that is so if the critical fields indicating intent or 
readiness are behavioral: this means that the buyer took 
some kind of action in your direction. You wouldn’t want 
to make a buyer wait. In fact, depending on your follow-
up process (see Chapter 8 ), you may want to send a 
high-scoring lead to a sales development representative 
(SDR) versus an email or digital nurture path.

Buyer Readiness

Engaged with brand

Pattern match

Researching

Requested Information

Example Response

Nurture (automated)

Nurture (automated)

Nurture and ask to contact (both automated)

Contact by SDR

SIG
NAL

IN
TENT

Let’s look at how intent and signals breaks down against your optimal response:

Where Business Starts

“Being able to segment by intent 
and buying signals can drastically 
help improve velocity. Regardless 
of funnel stage, we can alter our 
follow-up based on the account’s 
level of intent. This way, we can 
prioritize prospects who are in 
buying stages and avoid overly 
contacting prospect who are not.”

Zach Diamond 
Demand Generation Manager
at Social Solutions

This shows well how, in the case of an intent or signal, you 
should provide a response. Even if it is only that a buyer 
has first engaged with your brand, the only question is 
how aggressive of an outreach you make at that moment. 
Responding to a first engagement is a light sell—if even a 
“sell” at all—but still should be done expediently.

We haven’t mentioned a frequent context of intent and 
signals discussions in demand marketing, which is the type 
of leads you’re generating (Chapter 2 ). Intent data tends 
to be strongly associated with account-based marketing 
(ABM) efforts, perhaps too much so. Our point of view is that 
any kind of nurturing or sales strategy can respond well to 
readiness information for a lead, whether account-based or 
not. The one particular advantage intent and signals do have 
for ABM is that they add to your account intelligence, which is 
always welcome to your sales teams.

https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase3/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/diamondzach/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
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Chapter 7 — Integrating Third-Party Content Syndication with Other Marketing Programs

Third-party CS has two primary 
effects: it stimulates buyer opt-in 
(generating permissioned contacts, 
leads, and responses) and builds 
buyer awareness (Chapter 3 ).

CS’s secondary effects can be significant too, because 
syndicated content has a good chance to be what starts or 
accelerates the buyer’s journey through all of your marketing. 
And it almost goes without saying that many marketing 
activities support CS, so integration goes both ways. This 
is the virtuous circle we referred to in our Introduction.
 
Because of how strongly you can target with CS, one 
way it particularly helps with account-based strategies 
is to help build out the buying committee—the formal 
and informal groups of purchase influencers at an 
organization—within an account. This is a uniquely 
effective way to feed and accelerate the impact of 
other programs when target accounts are in play.

Digital Advertising and (Digital and 
Non-Digital) Events 

Integration with digital advertising and events deserves 
particular focus because of their frequent lead-generation 
goals. No buyer’s journey is linear from unaware to 
purchase (Figure 3 and Figure 4 in Chapter 3 ). Together 
with other marketing programs, you’re constructing an 
environment that brings buyers to you simply by them 
following their own interests and needs. The connections 
are particularly close between CS and digital advertising 
on the one side, and CS and events on the other.

Figure 6. Content syndication doesn’t only identify and generate 
ICP contacts, leads, and responses. It also complements and 
feeds many other marketing programs.

Marketing activity How CS helps it How it helps CS

Messaging Response data (especially with testing) Compelling content

Product marketing Marketing materials, effectiveness data Relevant content

Brand Support for awareness (Chapter 1 ) Increased notice

Marcom Higher buyer attention More traffic

P.R. Influencer attention Increased notice

Digital marketing Increased notice, support for awareness (Chapter 1 ) More traffic, increased response

Digital events Increased response More traffic, increased notice

In-person events Increased response, stronger follow-up Increased notice

Field marketing Better prioritization, stronger follow-up More traffic, relevant content

Inbound Increased notice, stronger follow-up Increased notice

Where Business Starts

https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
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Content syndication begins the customer journey as a library 
that’s fully available for “self-education.” If CS is managed 
intelligently by integrating all the channel points of contact and 
informing them with 3rd party data – a skilled marketer can help 
shape that journey by leveraging early interest into strategic 
demand gen.

— 
Bret Smith, CEO
at HIPB2B

Chapter 7 — Integrating Third-Party Content Syndication with Other Marketing Programs

Where Business Starts

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bretsmithhip/
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Chapter 7 — Integrating Third-Party Content Syndication with Other Marketing Programs

First off, you should integrate and leverage the connection of the 
buyer experience from both digital advertising and events to CS.

An effective approach is that a CS-generated lead is put into a 
digital advertising program for re-targeting to digitally nurture that 
lead and other key personas within that account. The inverse also 
works, i.e.: starting with digital advertising to identify accounts 
that may be showing interest and then using CS to generate leads 
from key personas on the buying committee at those accounts.

Second, there’s the increased effectiveness of CS, digital, and 
events because of how their results AMPLIFY each other.

 ‒ A chief result of digital advertising, and a possible outcome 
of events as well, is to build awareness of brand, message, 
or product. If these three are integrated into CS, digital 
advertising and events improve CS efficiency because 
higher awareness improves response. 

 ‒ A chief goal of events is to drive buyer actions, and to a 
lesser extent, digital can have similar goals: actions such as 
registration, a request for materials, a click. Activity rates 
are higher among buyers who have already accessed your 
content via third-party CS. 
 

Integrated Reporting and Governance 

This is a deep topic that is in some ways too technical for a 
guide of this type. Almost every marketing organization tries to 
unify its many metrics, at least at the executive reporting level.

What we can do here is organize the various dimensions 
(Figure 7) of CS connection with other marketing programs 
(as listed at the beginning of the chapter) for reporting, 
analysis, management, and optimization. These metric feeds 
can occur in any of the following ways, which we’ve ordered 
from most effective to most basic:

1) Automated and immediate, into a common reporting or 
dashboard tool (For example: Tableau, Domo, or Power BI) 

2) Automated on a regular schedule into a common 
reporting tool 

3) Automated into a marketing automation or CRM tool 

4) Manually compiled from automated individual reports and 
visualized  

5) Manually compiled into executive reports 
(i.e., collated into slides)

From our standpoint, here’s the bottom line on integrating 
reporting and governance:

Perform whatever reporting and management integration 
possible. But keep pushing your capabilities upwards: 
increase your automation and seek earlier reporting 
integration points, to improve and optimize the performance 
of your programs.

Where Business Starts
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Chapter 7 — Integrating Third-Party Content Syndication with Other Marketing Programs

Figure 7. Connection points between CS and other marketing programs. “We use CS + ABM Advertising to attract the 
whole buying committee at target accounts, 
with different lists by country. This ensures 
we fill the top-of-funnel with meaningful 
leads for our sales teams in each region.”

Marina Lemas 
Sr. Manager, Integrated Demand Marketing
at Gigamon, Inc.

Where Business Starts

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marinalemas/
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Where Business Starts — About Integrate and the Demand Cloud

As we learned throughout this 
guide, when done right, content 
syndication can be an invaluable 
method for generating B2B targeted 
names, contacts and responses that 
meet your ideal customer profile 
and/or named account lists which 
fuel your revenue programs.

The team at Integrate is privileged to help thousands 
of B2B marketers across the world earn greater value 
from their demand and revenue generation efforts that 
span critical demand channels––content syndication 
(CS), social, events, webinars and digital advertising.

Based on deep market expertise that started with content 
syndication, experienced B2B teams consistently rely on 
Integrate’s Data Acceleration Platform to validate and process 
CS-generated leads (over 100 million to date) before they are 
routed into their sales systems. Likewise, demand gen pros 
leverage our Lead Gen Marketplace and global partners to 
identify, engage and generate CS leads that match specified 
criteria to help meet their demand marketing goals.

This unique view and prominent role in demand provides 
a front seat into what’s working and what not, in the world 
of third-party demand gen. This guide is a compilation 
of years of knowledge and of working closely with 
B2B demand teams who make Integrate a part of their 
demand efforts. You’ll note advice and commentary from 
many Integrate customers throughout this guide.

Integrate’s Demand Cloud to Scale 
Your Demand Engine
 
Integrate’s Demand Cloud is a scalable solution B2B 
marketing organizations rely on to unify disconnected, 
disparate demand gen channels, processes, data, 
programs and marketing technologies. Streamlining 
with the Integrate Demand Cloud helps marketers get 
more out of their demand budgets, increase efficiency, 
and improves lead-to-pipeline conversions.

Inside the Integrate Demand Cloud is our Data 
Acceleration Platform that provides data governance, 
integrity and global compliance to ensure all leads 
generated through paid media––CS, social, webinars––
and events are validated and standardized, before 
being routed, within seconds, to your desired marketing 
and sales systems for rapid, informed follow-up.

Where Business Starts

In 2019, we helped our top 
20 customers generate 
over $1 trillion in pipeline 
using Integrate’s Demand 
Cloud and solutions set.
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Where Business Starts — About Integrate and the Demand Cloud

There are multiple ways to tap into the Integrate Demand 
Cloud for your third-party demand and CS efforts. 
Here are a few highly effective, quick-win options 
that include advice contained within this guide:

Integrate Lead Gen Marketplace to generate 
quality leads
As discussed in Chapter 3 , there are two models of CS 
providers––single publisher/source (the providers you choose 
and are working with) and Lead Gen Marketplace. Flexibility 
is key and Integrate’s solution set supports both. To help 
scale demand efforts and free up your resources, Integrate 
offers a Lead Gen Marketplace. This global marketplace is 
comprised of approximately 150 diversified lead providers—all 
vetted and certified by our Integrate Lead Gen Marketplace 
team - who use a spectrum of ways to identify, engage 
and generate leads that match your criteria and target 
audience. Each lead generated is validated through our Data 
Acceleration Platform, ensuring the leads delivered across 
the Lead Gen Marketplace are clean, intelligent, compliant 
and ready to be fed into your revenue generation programs. 
Because the Lead Gen Marketplace has such tremendous 
collective reach, B2B demand teams can achieve both the 
quantity and quality needed from their CS programs.

In addition to quality demand gen, many of our Lead Gen 
Marketplace customers tout the ability to work with one 
provider team to manage and execute their collective 
CS programs. This means you have an accountable team 
focused on your campaigns, thus reducing your need 
to find individual, quality providers. Replace the time-
consuming process and administration with renewed spunk 
for your demand gen strategy, creative and content.
 

Integrate Data Acceleration software for 
100% marketable prospect data
Bad leads damage more than just revenue. They diminish 
organizational trust and weaken demand and revenue 
programs before they even begin. The secret sauce 
behind the Integrate Demand Cloud and the Integrate 
Lead Gen Marketplace is our Data Acceleration Platform. 
All leads generated via your paid media programs are 
sent through the platform in real time to ensure clean, 
intelligent and marketable leads for your sales and 
marketing programs. The governance includes:

• Lead validation—phone number, email and physical address 
details are complete and working 
 

• Lead compliance—all leads adhere to your data privacy 
guidelines, global and local regulations  

• Lead standardization—all leads are standardized to map to 
your field requirements and formatting  

• Lead delivery—all leads are sent to your core marketing and 
sales systems in a matter of minutes 

• Lead Insights—all leads are tracked and managed; reporting 
and analytics are available before, during, and after 
programs to help you see what’s working, what’s not, and to 
help optimize your investment.

 

Third-party demand generation can be tricky because 
you’re using multiple sources to generate leads that 
are being captured outside your domain. Data can be 
hit or miss, and these types of programs can be time-
consuming, eating up precious hours and resources. The 
Integrate Data Acceleration Platform is your “bouncer 
at the door” to protect your data and investment.
 
Integrate’s Integrated Media solution
As we reviewed in Chapter 7, CS is more impactful when 
it is 1) in rhythm with how B2B professionals and accounts 
research and buy solutions like yours and 2) is integrated 
with other channels and efforts. For example, industry 
research shows a 35% increase in engagement and 
10% to 30% increase in conversion when CS programs 
are combined with digital advertising and they work 
together to identify, engage and generate demand.

With Integrate, you can generate targeted account-based 
leads via the Lead Gen Marketplace and, in tandem, put 
those accounts into a targeted display program via Integrate’s 
ABM Advertising solution. A single Integrate campaign 
team manages, executes and reports on your unified 
demand program, providing one accountable team and 
holistic reporting for effective tracking and optimization.   

Where Business Starts

Achieve your demand goals 
with Content Syndication LEARN MORE

https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/resource/guide-content-syndication-phase1/
https://www.integrate.com/solutions/content-syndication-demo 
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A
API: A technological protocol for one software system to 
communicate directly with another. (The letters stand for 
“application programming interface,” but are no longer 
completely accurate as a description of how most APIs function 
today.)

asset: See marketing asset.

attestation: Legal statement from an entity asserting 
compliance (q.v.) with a law, regulation, or standard.

 B
BANT: Budget, Authority, Need and Timing. A set of buyer 
characteristics showing readiness and ability to make purchase 
decisions; BANT programs connect sales teams with individuals 
who can enter directly into sales conversations.

BDR: See sales development representative.

behavioral: Related to actions taken, particularly actions 
related to awareness of, interest in, research about, and 
consideration of your product.

business development representative: See sales development 
representative.  

C
channel: See source.

compliance: Conformation to a law, regulation, or standard. 
In marketing, usually referring to privacy-related laws and 
regulations.

contact: An individual you can market to. It is usually implied 
that this individual also conforms to profile requirements. 
See Chapter 1.

content: Information that has been packaged in some way (cf. 
marketing asset), whether as text, diagrams, media, or anything 
else, including a mix.

content syndication (CS): The distribution of content (q.v.) 
via information channels; such as web sites, newsletters, 
streaming, or broadcast; used by target customers or buyers.

conversion rate: The share of individuals passing from one 
stage of your funnel (q.v.) to the next—for example, passing 
from being aware of your brand to putting your product on their 
consideration list.

CS: Content syndication (q.v.). 

D
data enhancement: See progressive profiling.

data field: See field.

database provider: See source.

digital marketing: Programs that use internet or other online 
media (such as mobile devices) to promote products and 
brands. Examples include website advertising, SEO (q.v.), online 
events, emailers, and in-app messaging.

DPA: A data-protection agreement providing that two parties 
agree to mutually cooperate to ensure the protection of 
customer data.

F
field: With respect to data, a variable applying to the records 
(names) in a database. Examples of fields would be first name, 
email address, purchased in the past 12 months, level of 
purchasing influence, clicked on an advertisement, etc.

funnel: The number of customers at each buying stage. 
“Top of funnel” or “early funnel” refers to the earliest buying 
stages such as initial awareness of your brand or determining 
a potential need for your product. “Bottom of funnel” or “late 
funnel” refers to engagement with sales. Cf. pipeline, which 
measures the funnel.
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G
governance: Supervision, control, and adjustment, particularly 
over time or a lifespan.

I
ideal customer profile (ICP): A model for the type of individual 
most likely to buy, or have the greatest influence on a decision 
to buy, your product. See Chapter 2.

inbound: Generating leads (q.v.) via core marketing and sales 
programs such as advertising, search-engine optimization, 
events, or cold calling.

intent: Some stage of readiness to buy, influence buying, or 
take some other action that leads towards buying your product.

interest signal: See signal.

K
KPI: Key performance indicator. A program’s KPIs are the 
measurements that most closely indicate its progress 
towards goals.

L
lead: An individual who has been exposed to your message 
(q.v.), accessed your content (q.v.), and consented to be 
contacted by you or your sales team. Also used in place 
of “name” to refer to any individual supplied to a demand-
generation program, even if not strictly considered a 
“lead”—a contact (q.v.) or response (q.v.), for example.

lead provider: See source.

lead score: A number representing how closely a lead matches 
the ideal customer profile (q.v.).

M
marketing asset: Discretely produced information package, 
such as an article, podcast, research paper, infographic, or 
video, containing your content and message (qq.v.).

marketplace: Collection of sources (q.v.) available for 
assessment, comparison, and use.

media partner: A firm that creates independent content to 
attract audiences for potential use in marketing programs; 
also see source.

message: An explanation of the value of your product, 
portfolio, or brand. Not a text, illustration, or other specific 
marketing execution (cf. content) but rather the meaning 
behind it.

N
nurturing, also lead nurturing or simply nurture: Consistent 
recontact with contacts and leads (qq.v.) to maintain their 
awareness and interest in your product, portfolio, or brand. 
Both automated (email and digital) and live-person (sales) 
nurturing systems are used.

O
opt-in: Agreement to an explicit request to be included in 
something; in marketing, usually referring specifically to 
agreement to be contacted by a marketing system, marketer, or 
seller. The consent must almost always be auditable in order to 
be compliant (q.v.), and is often limited in some way—consent 
only to be contacted via email, for example.

P
persona: Type or class of customer or buyer; usually profiled 
as a set of characteristics (company size, company industry, 
influence on purchases at company, information needs, recent 
online actions, etc.).

personalization: Adaptation of content (q.v.) to one or more 
of a customer’s personal characteristics such as job function, 
seniority, buying style, or even recent activity. See also 
verticalization.
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T
tele-outreach: Demand generation centered on live-
person telephone-based contact but normally using other 
communications such as email, social networking, texting, and 
web conferencing as well.

tele-outreach provider: See source (and cf. tele-outreach).

V
validated: Attested to be correct, usually using an auditable or 
certified process.

verticalization: Development of content (q.v.) to pertain to a 
particular industry or market segment. See also personalization.
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pipeline: The total of all leads and responses (qq.v.) that are 
considered to be possible eventual buyers of your product. 
Most often measured as some amount of potential revenue.

progressive profiling: Encoding new fields (q.v.) based on 
analyzing the values of existing fields as opposed to collecting 
new data. The new field may be, but does not have to be, a 
signal (q.v.).

publisher: A type of media partner (q.v.) that makes 
independently created or curated content available to the 
public; also see source.

R 
response: A lead (q.v.) that has also demonstrated intent (q.v.).

revenue program: Demand generation, development of leads 
(q.v.) into sales opportunities, and sales, taken as a complete 
system.

routing: Which system, team, or function receives a lead (q.v.) 
based on the characteristics of that lead.

S
sales development representative (SDR), also business 
development representative (BDR): Within the context of 
revenue programs (q.v.), the role that interacts personally with 
leads and responses (qq.v.) to build interest in, preference for, 
and often also readiness to buy your product.

SDR: Sales development representative (q.v.).

SEM: Search-engine marketing. Any use of search engines 
to promote your product or brand, including advertising on 
search-engine sites, advertising on other sites via search 
engines, search-engine optimization (q.v.), and keyword-based 
targeting. SEM is one type of program in digital marketing (q.v.).

SEO: Search-engine optimization. The structural design of 
content (q.v.) posted online to increase its visibility in web 
searches performed by your target customers or buyers. SEO is 
one type of program in digital marketing (q.v.).

signal, also interest signal: Characteristic or combination 
of characteristics that indicate a buyer’s lkely interest or 
readiness. Signals are usually determined through analysis of 
multiple data points to find patterns.

source and sourcing: Also lead provider, publisher, media 
partner, database provider, and (where applicable) tele-
outreach provider (q.v.). Information resource(s), media, 
channel, or marketing service or services that make 
connections with customers and provide settings from which 
contacts, leads, or responses (qq.v.) can be obtained. Many 
alternatives for this term are currently in use; source and 
sourcing are the standard followed in this e-book.
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Orchestrate your 
marketing on the world’s 
first demand cloud.

At Integrate, we understand the challenges B2B marketers 
face. Advertising technology hasn’t risen to the challenge. 
That’s why we’re transforming B2B marketing with a global 
demand-marketing engine that brings fully customizable 
marketing solutions together. 

The Integrate Demand Cloud is the powerful, practical software 
marketers need to accelerate demand generation. After all 
lead and engagement data enters across all channels, the 
Data Acceleration Platform ensures every lead processed is 
compliant, validated and standardized to quickly turn marketing 
efforts into ROI. As a result, we are able to generate more than 
$1 trillion in pipeline for our customers every year.
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